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Contemporary Issues in Auditory
Processing Disorders: 2016
By Douglas L. Beck, AuD, Jackie L. Clarke, PhD, and David R. Moore, PhD

T

he definition, etiology, signs, symptoms, treatment, and outcomes
of auditory processing (AP) and
Auditory Processing Disorders (APDs) have
been reasoned and debated for more than 80
years. Despite a well-attended history, there
is little agreement on the definition, diagnosis or treatment of APDs in 2016. Indeed,
despite almost a century of analysis and
more than 1.3 million citations on Google
(January 2016), APDs remain universally
ill-defined and poorly understood.
The most common signs and symptoms
attributed to APD include listening difficulties without hearing loss, inattention,
daydreaming, less-than-expected academic
achievement, and more. These signs/symptoms are often attributed to APD, but clearly
they are not exclusive to APD. That is, they
may represent primary (ie, global) problems
manifesting as APD, or a multitude of secondary problems also manifesting as APD.
Ideally, the diagnosis of APD should indicate a problem processing auditory information within the traditionally recognized
central auditory nervous system (CANS).
However, if the primary problem lies beyond
the auditory cortex, such as cognitive processing, the diagnosis of APD is trumped
by a more prominent differential diagnosis—including specific language impairment,
dyslexia, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD), intellectual impairment, and
perhaps more.
Further, the lack of standard metrics used
to measure APD is problematic. Specifically,
there are no universally accepted diagnostic
criteria, test batteries, or intervention strate-

gies for APDs. Likewise, there are no universally agreed-upon description of how one
fails an APD battery.
The current American Academy of
Audiology (AAA, 2010) guideline states one
is considered to have failed an APD screening if the resultant scores on (any) two AP
tests fall two or more standard deviations
(SDs) below the mean for at least one ear.1
The British Society of Audiology (BSA, 2011)
suggested that at least one test should use
non-speech stimuli.2 The American Speech
Language Hearing Association (ASHA, 2005)
stated performance deficits of at least two
standard deviations below the mean on two
or more tests or at least three standard deviations below for one test with a report of “significant functional difficulty” should indicate
an APD failure.3
In this article, our goal is to explore and
elaborate on the contemporary literature,
issues, controversies, questions, and dilemmas related to APDs.

A Brief Review of a Long History
In 1926 Henry Head described “word
deafness” as the inability to understand spoken words “much like listening to a language
one does not speak; the words simply have no
meaning.”4 Head suggested a deficit in auditory perception, distinct from a higher order
language processing disorder such as aphasia or amnesia. Jerger4 notes that, in 1952,
Myklebust reported “A certain number of
young children have disturbances of auditory
perception without symbolic language disorders…” and these children “…cannot listen…they cannot direct their attention selec-

tively to an expected sound…” Myklebust
noted that, for these children, the auditory
environment does not consist of a multitude
of individual sounds; instead, their auditory
world is a conglomerate in which all sounds
have equal weighting, and all are foreground.
Myklebust did not insist that these disorders
must be “auditory specific.” Indeed, according to Jerger, the early use and development of dichotic tests for APD were based
on adults with verified brain lesions in the
1970s. Interest quickly developed as to how
one might use those tests to evaluate children
suspected of having an APD.
The idea that some children might have
an APD despite normal hearing sensitivity
spread like wildfire in the 1970s and 1980s.
Other tests of auditory performance were
developed and the rationale (per Jerger) often
appeared to be: If people with known injuries
of the auditory system performed in one way,
and if others performed the same way, a similar injury might be suspected.
Of course, a similar injury may indicate a
similar process or protocol, but it is not mandated. For example, if someone has a broken
arm resulting from a skiing accident while
someone else has a broken arm from a tumble
down the steps, both events resulted in broken arms. However, it does not mean skiing
or steps cause broken arms, and it doesn’t
mean the two victims had similar processes or
experiences at all, even though they both have
broken arms. That is, the injury is similar, but
how one acquired the injury is very different
from the other and the warnings to avoid
future similar injuries would be different,
based on how the specific accident occurred.
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Contemporary APD Issues
Undeniably, the human auditory system is
an exquisitely complex and a superbly redundant sensory system. Every process within the
auditory system is critical and interdependent
upon every other system, including nonauditory processes such as attention, cognition, working memory, quality and quantity
of neural processing, and more.5,6 Indeed, a
failure in any one (or more) of these systems
can lead to apparent manifestations or disruptions in the same (or remaining) systems.
Specifically, when hearing (the ability to
perceive sound) and listening (the ability to
apply meaning to sound) ability are apparently inconsistent, it is the role of the audiologist to discover the basis of the inconsistency.
In the presence of inconsistent audiometric findings, the challenge is to describe or
define the exact nature of—or localize the
site of—the suspected lesion or malfunction.
However, every major mechanism within the
auditory system is critical and dependent on
every other major mechanism and an intact
peripheral mechanism. It has become abundantly clear that cognition, language, and
attention are not only tightly intertwined,
but also closely integrated with auditory perception.6,7 Banai and Kraus8 refer to such a
holistic view of auditory perception as an
“auditory-cognitive system.”
Unfortunately, APD tests are mostly verbal. Hall9 noted verbal test items (such as
words or sentences) and verbal responses
are very much “linguistically loaded.” That
is, an APD test based on words (as stimuli
and response) makes it almost impossible to
distinguish between APD and language disorders. He suggested it would be more useful
to use non-linguistic tests, such as temporal
tests, gap detection, and others, to better
capture unique auditory processing issues,
without the confounds of language. This sentiment was echoed by Dawes10 who reported
any test using speech stimuli cannot rely solely on the perceptual (ie, auditory) stage. That
is, tests using speech stimuli (by definition)
involve phonological processing—which is
naturally shaped by language experience.
Burkard11 suggests that divisiveness about
APD is not a bad thing, as growing pains
often accompany growth. He argues that
cognitive and linguistic factors necessarily influence APD test results. Therefore, it
seems we should accept that those results do
not uniquely reflect an exclusively auditory

phenomenon.
Dawes and colleagues12 report “serious
shortcomings” with respect to APD assessment and identification. They found that the
diagnosis a child receives may vary based on
the particular professional consulted. That
is, if a specific child with fixed signs and
symptoms were to consult an audiologist, a
speech-language pathologist, and a pediatrician, the child may be diagnosed with APD, a
language disorder, and ADD/ADHD, respectively. Further, they note that distinguishing
children based on APD, dyslexia, or other
disorders is likely counterproductive as these
labels tend to focus attention on one issue,
while multiple issues may be present and
would benefit from attention.
Ferguson, Hall, Riley, and Moore13 report
the lack of a “gold standard” APD diagnostic
test battery, thus facilitating a plethora of
“un-validated tests.” Indeed, they suggested
“poor attention” may be a significant factor
with regard to children who have listening difficulty. Similar to Dawes et al,12 they
also reported “the children were differentially
diagnosed based on their referral route rather
than on actual differences.”
Dillon et al14 suggest focusing on the
diagnosis and management of “listening difficulties.” That is, the authors note that every
clinician, clinic, and country adopts their own
APD test battery, and when “some pre-determined number of the tests are aberrant by
more than some predetermined amount, the
patient is diagnosed as having APD.” Further,
Dillon and colleagues state there is no way to
determine “the sensitivity and specificity of
the test for that APD, as there is no absolute
gold standard against which the test results
can be compared.” They point out that, mathematically, as the size of the APD test battery
increases, so too does the probability of a
failure, often for reasons unrelated to the
patient’s real-life communication ability.
Wilson and Arnott15 report the diagnosis
of APD generally means the person suspected
of having APD has scored two or more standard deviations below the mean, on two or
more tests of APD. However, they importantly note there exists no “universally accepted
set of diagnostic criteria for APD.” As such,
Wilson and Arnott performed a retrospective
analysis of 150 children with normal hearing,
ranging in age from approximately 7 to 15
years, across multiple APD tests (including
low pass filtered speech, two-pair dichotic

digits, competing sentences, and more). After
the test results were gathered, each child
was assessed using AAA, ASHA, and BSA
criteria,1-3 and they were also assessed using
six other APD criteria. Wilson and Arnott
reported that, as one progresses from the
strictest to the more lenient APD diagnosis
criteria, anywhere from 7% to 96% of the 150
children would be classified as having APD.
This leads them to state “calls to abandon
the use of APD as a global label should be
supported.”
DeBonis16 reports that auditory, cognitive, and language mechanisms are often
engaged simultaneously in a person who is
processing spoken language. He notes “the
reality of CAPD as a diagnostic construct
is still far from any scenario that will put an
end to the ongoing questioning of both its
existence and its value…” Debonis reports
APD is influenced by non-auditory factors (memory, attention, language, executive
function), and the lack of agreement with
respect to performance criteria (to diagnose
CAPD) is a significant issue. He notes the
effectiveness of typical APD intervention
programs to improve communication ability “has not been established,” and further,
“routine use of CAPD test protocols cannot
be supported…” DeBonis adds it’s ironic
that the popularity of APD “continues to
grow on the unsupported notion that auditory processing deficits cause a range of
global language and listening deficits.”

Contemporary Neuroscience Issues
Recently, the term “synaptopathy” has
been applied to infer a dysfunction within
synaptic structure and/or function. There is
substantial evidence to support the theory of
synaptopathy originating from a neural interruption between the auditory neurons and
sensory hair cell.
It is not a far-fetched notion that synaptopathy would pre-dispose individuals who
have normal hearing pure-tone thresholds to
experience significant difficulties in communication. Consequently, a child with such a
condition could experience limited academic
success. The unpredictability of inconsistent
or minutely localized synaptic dysfunction
could render an individual with Invisible
Hearing Loss (IHL, hidden hearing loss or
hidden hearing impairment) an auditory
perceptual or auditory processing problem.
Some researchers point to an “invisible”
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or “hidden” inner hair cell (IHC) fiber dysfunction in which detection of pure-tones
in quiet (as measured via normal audiogram
or auditory brainstem response, ABR) are
generally preserved. However, in some cases
such as auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD), normal pure-tone thresholds
are present, yet acoustic reflexes and the ABR
are absent, and the ability to understand in
quiet and in the presence of competing and/
or complex signals is compromised.17,18 Thus,
the term “invisible (hidden) hearing loss” was
coined, which confounds the overreliance of
pure-tone behavioral results in determining
hearing and listening perception abilities and
deficits.
Indeed, scientists continue to explore the
neurobiological basis for inconsistent audiometric findings through electrophysiology,
neuroimaging, and behavioral findings of
APD. Functional measures of neuro-imaging,
electrophysiology, otoacoustic emissions (and
more) have successfully demonstrated atypical hemisphere asymmetries, inefficient interhemispheric transfer of auditory/language
signals, reduced amplitude responses19-22 and
reduced abilities to efficiently use interaural
loudness (ie, acoustic spatial) cues.23
Over the decades, a variety of behavioral
perceptual tests have been incorporated as
part of a diagnostic AP battery. The testing
battery choice is determined according to
individual behaviors and complaints within
specific categories. These categories often
include auditory discrimination, binaural
interaction, low-redundancy speech, temporal processing, dichotic tests, and more.
Each category taps into specific processes
ranging from binaural integration, fusion,
separation, interaction, temporal ordering,
frequency and duration discrimination, temporal resolution, and localization/lateralization. Depending upon results, assumptions
are drawn about the site of dysfunction.
Although behavioral test offerings
have changed very little over years, a few
newer behavioral tests are showing promise. Considered a test of spatial processing,
the Listening in Spatialized Noise–Sentences
(LiSN-S) Test23,24 creates a computer-driven three-dimensional listening task under
headphones. In brief, subjects try to locate
the origin of sound in space. In their 2006
report,23 children suspected of having APD
were unable to successfully identify “where
to listen.” That is, they were not able to use
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Wilson and Arnott15 reported
that, as one progresses
from the strictest to the
more lenient APD diagnosis
criteria, anywhere from 7%
to 96% of the 150 children
would be classified as having
APD. This leads them to state
“calls to abandon the use of
APD as a global label should
be supported.”
spatial information as well as children in the
non-APD (ie, control) group. The authors
concluded “Results on the LISN indicate that
of those children with APD, there may be
a high proportion who have deficits in the
binaural processing mechanisms that normally use the spatial distribution of sources to
suppress unwanted signals…” Not only has
the unique approach with LiSN-S proven to
be effective in identifying spatial processing
(hearing) disorders, but shows promise in use
for monitoring performance while receiving
remediation for APD.
Another relatively new addition in the
APD assessment is the Gaps in Noise (GIN)
test,25 which is a clinically based recorded
temporal resolution test with high precision
and small variability.

Listening Disorders
There is no clear evidence that children
with listening difficulties (LiD) have a specific problem with processing in the CANS.
Children with LiD and normal audiological
profiles are generally given a standard battery
of tests for APD.26 The most common battery27
consists of four tests; dichotic digits (DD),
competing sentences (CS), frequency pattern
(FP) and low-pass filtered speech (LPFS). Of
note, these tests are for children aged 7 years
and older, making them incompatible with
earlier diagnosis and intervention.
Moore et al28 presented a detailed critique
of this test battery. Briefly, three of the tests
(DD, CS, LPFS) involve both a high language
and cognitive load, so poor performance may

reflect cognitive issues—not necessarily a sign
of impaired CANS function. Performance
on the other non-speech based FP test also
has a high cognitive load. Children must
indicate a sequence of low- and high-pitched
tones by naming or humming. The task thus
requires identification, labeling, memory, and
verbal reproduction of the tones and the tone
sequence. Performance on each of these tests
may indeed be impaired by a processing
disorder in the CANS, but may also represent a normal CANS with limited cognitive
abilities, even if the child has an IQ within the
“normal” range or lacks a diagnosis of AD/
HD. Administering APD tests in isolation,
without considering the complexity of neural
processing involved during active listening,
including the modulating effects of cognition, may result in misdiagnosis and delays in
appropriate intervention.
Tomlin et al29 reported contemporary
clinical APD test battery scores are generally poorly correlated with known and suspected real-life consequences of impaired
listening. Of note, non-verbal IQ and gender
were determined to be the best predictors
of parent, teacher, and child (self) assessed
listening ability. Further, cognitive scores and
listening ability correlated best with reading
fluency, which turned out to be a reasonable
indicator of general academic achievement.
Auditory processing, as assessed with their
AAA/ASHA-recommended APD test battery, did not predict either listening or reading ability. In conclusion, they found tests of
AP are insensitive to the main factors (signs,
symptoms, etc) which lead caregivers to seek
help: listening difficulties and poorer-thanexpected academic achievement.

Electrophysiology and APD
Recommended
electrophysiological
tests have included the ABR, middle latency
response (MLR), and the cortical P300 and
mismatch negativity (MMN). There are no
agreed criteria as to when electrophysiology
should be included in the clinical evaluation
of APD. There is also little evidence to support the inclusion of these tests in cases of
normal audiometry, with the exception of the
ABR when used to confirm ANSD.
Several studies have also reported abnormalities of the speech-evoked ABR associated with a variety of learning problems
that include impaired auditory perception,30
and there is new interest in the use of click-

evoked Wave I amplitude to detect “hidden
hearing loss.”31 Neither of these findings is
well enough established to warrant routine
clinical use.

Intervention
Current intervention strategies32 can be
divided into three main categories, namely:
1) Modifying the listening environment;
2) Auditory training and
3) Compensatory strategies.
Architectural interventions to reduce
reverberation and noise improve the clarity of
the acoustic signal. Assistive listening devices,
also known as remote microphone technology and wireless communication devices,
deliver input from a remote microphone
to the ear. They reduce the impact of background noise and reverberation by increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio and have been found
effective in at least one learning disorder
(dyslexia) related to listening difficulties.30
Auditory training, together with other
forms of “brain training,” has for some years
been touted as an effective intervention for
APD. However, while currently available
computer aps provide robust “on-task” learning of the exact skill trained, there appears
to be little transfer of learning to untrained
tasks or skills.33 Two other common forms
of interactive “auditory training,” learning
music (including singing) and child-parent
(“dyadic”) reading, both appear to provide
some generalized benefit for aspects of APD,
with strong scientific backing. However, to
our knowledge, neither is currently used or
recommended as a clinical intervention for
APD.

Conclusions
1) Present clinical practice in APD evolved
from the perspective of audiologists who
understand hearing problems derived
from a malfunction of the ear or of the
central auditory nervous system (CANS).
However, the audiologist typically has less
knowledge regarding listening problems
having other origins.
2) Developmental APD should be viewed as a
part of childhood learning problems which
may closely overlap results when measured with speech-based tests. Other more
commonly used designations (eg, language

impairment, dyslexia, AD/HD, ASD)
should take precedence where appropriate.
3) It is our opinion that rather than labelling
a person with APD, it makes more sense
to thoroughly and succinctly describe the
presenting hearing and/or listening problem, and to outline an evidence-based
approach to address the specific needs of
the particular patient.
4) 
Audiology (and teachers and parents)
often attribute listening problems to
impaired processing in the CANS when
audiograms are normal. However, contemporary evidence suggests most such
problems are due primarily to language
and other cognitive processing outside the
traditional auditory system.
5) Most currently used tests of APD are tests
of language and attention that lack sensitivity and specificity.
6) 
To test AP specifically, we recommend
measures of auditory temporal, spectral,
and spatial processing.
7) We should develop a smaller battery of
tests that are well-validated, normalized,
and relevant to the problems reported by
our clients. DeBonis16 suggests four such
measures (two speech-in-noise tests and
two questionnaires).
8) A top priority for further research, discussion, and clinical practice should be intervention. New technologies, such as remote
microphone devices, are very promising, but require further investigation.
Traditional techniques, such as “dyadic”
reading between caregivers and children,
as well as music lessons, should become
more familiar to, and recommended by,
audiologists.
9) It is unacceptable that children with listening problems are neither identified nor
treated before age 7. Pediatric audiology outcomes (hearing aid and cochlear
implant fittings) clearly demonstrate that
early identification and treatment provide
maximal results.
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